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The attached addendum should be incorporated into the 2013-2014 Edition of the Technical Instructions (Doc 9284).
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TECHNICAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE SAFE TRANSPORT
OF DANGEROUS GOODS BY AIR

The following amendments are approved and published by decision of the Council of ICAO and should be incorporated into the 2013-2014 Edition of the Technical Instructions (Doc 9284):

In Part 4, Chapter 4, Packing Instruction 216, page 4-4-20, last item under “Additional packing requirements”, insert “, including Amendment 1,” after “IEC 62282-6-100 Ed. 1”.

In Part 4, Chapter 5, page 4-5-13, Packing Instruction 375, last item under “Additional packing requirements”, insert “, including Amendment 1,” after “IEC 62282-6-100 Ed. 1”.

In Part 4, Chapter 6, page 4-6-36, Packing Instruction 496, last item under “Additional packing requirements”, insert “, including Amendment 1,” after “IEC 62282-6-100 Ed. 1”.

In Part 4, Chapter 10, page 4-10-16, Packing Instruction 874, last item under “Additional packing requirements”, insert “, including Amendment 1,” after “IEC 62282-6-100 Ed. 1”.

In Part 8, page 8-1-7, Table 8-1, Item 18, Small cartridges for other devices, last column, subparagraph a), insert “without subsidiary risk,” after “Division 2.2.”.

In Part 8, page 8-1-9, Table 8-1, Item 20, last column, subparagraph d), insert “, including Amendment 1,” after “IEC 62282-6-100 Ed. 1”.

In Part 8, page 8-1-9, Table 8-1, Item 20, last column, subparagraph h), insert “, including Amendment 1,” after “IEC 62282-6-100 Ed. 1”.
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